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Abstract
We present the IBM Research Scenario Planning
Advisor (SPA), a decision support system that allows users to generate diverse alternate scenarios of
the future and enhance their ability to imagine the
different possible outcomes, including unlikely but
potentially impactful futures. The system includes
tooling for experts to intuitively encode their domain knowledge, and uses AI Planning to reason
about this knowledge and the current state of the
world, including news and social media, when generating scenarios.
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Introduction and Motivation

Scenario planning is a widely accepted technique by which
organizations develop their long-term plans [Schoemaker,
1995]. Scenario planning for risk management puts an added
emphasis on identifying the extreme yet possible risks and
opportunities that are not usually considered in daily operations. Scenario planning involves analyzing the relationship
between forces - such as social, technical, economic, environmental, and political trends - in order to explain the current situation and to provide insights about the future. A major benefit to scenario planning is that it helps businesses or
policy-makers to learn about possible alternative futures and
to anticipate them. We use AI planning, informed by expert
domain knowledge, because some scenarios have never yet
occurred and thus cannot be projected by probabilistic means.
And we generate many different scenarios, exploring a variety of possible futures; because we want to be prepared for
both expected and surprising futures [Peterson et al., 2003].
Risk management is a set of principles that focus on the
outcome for risk-taking [Stulz, 1996]. A variety of (manual)
methods and standards for risk management have been developed [Avanesov, 2009]. Our approach in addressing scenario
planning for risk management is different from previous work
in that we reason about emerging risks based on observations
from the news and social media trends, and produce scenarios
that both describe the current situation and project the future
possible effects of these observations. Furthermore, each scenario we produce highlights the potential leading indicators,
the set of facts that are likely to lead to a scenario, the scenario and emerging risk, the combined set of consequences

or effects in that scenario, in addition to the business implications, a subset of potential effects of that scenario that the
users care about and are relevant to the enterprise. For example, prior to the Brexit referendum in 2016, an international
company operating in the United Kingdom could consider alternative future scenarios for changes in trade and employment treaties assuming the majority voted to leave the European Union, identifying the implications for the company’s
finances and its ability to hire, enabling the company to act
immediately to minimize the negative implications.
The main functions of Scenario Planning Advisor (SPA)
are: 1) discovering active risk drivers by aggregating relevant news from the Web and social media, and generating lists
of candidate observations corresponding to the detected risk
drivers1 ; 2) generating multiple alternative scenarios based on
the user-selected observations, the domain knowledge about
the driver relations, and the potential likeihoods and impact of their cascading effects2 . The main idea of the approach in SPA is to characterize the scenario planning problem for enterprise risk management as a plan recognition
problem [Sohrabi et al., 2018] and use AI planning to address
the plan recognition problem [Ramı́rez and Geffner, 2009;
Ramı́rez and Geffner, 2010; Sohrabi et al., 2016a; 2017a]. To
this end, we transform the domain knowledge as captured by
Mind Maps, a graphical representation that captures concepts
and their relations, into an AI planning task. Furthermore,
we generate multiple high-quality plans [Riabov et al., 2014;
Sohrabi et al., 2016b; Katz et al., 2018] and cluster them into
scenarios. These scenarios are then used to start a risk conversation between the analysts and decision makers.

2

News Aggregation & Observations Selection

SPA continuously monitors multiple real-world sources (e.g.,
news channels from RSS and Atom feeds, social media posts)
in multiple languages in order to provide continuous awareness of an evolving world, filtered and aggregated based on
users’ interest profiles. To this end, several text analytics
are implemented to find the information relevant for a particular domain in the vast amount of information available to
crawl. To further refine and filter the information, SPA uses
1
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Demo video is here: https://youtu.be/6BRXwSkRC04
Demo video is here: https://youtu.be/N0AsRbdL7WM
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Figure 1: Part of the Mind Map for the currency depreciation.
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the structured semantic knowledge available in Wikidata using Wikidata Query Service to find important people, organization, and relevant sources [Sohrabi et al., 2017b]. Analysts
then review the generated results and select the observations
that are the most relevant and important for them. Note that
SPA can deal with unreliable observations (i.e., noisy, inconsistent, missing observations) as it exploits previous work on
plan recognition as planning [Sohrabi et al., 2016a].
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3.1

Scenario Generation via AI Planning
Domain Knowledge

The Mind Maps and the customization components encode knowledge about risk drivers and business implications elicited from the domain experts and the local country experts correspondingly. While the reasoning engine in
SPA supports a rich representation of risk drivers as actions
in Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) [McDermott, 1998], the knowledge representation used by domain experts is drastically simplified, to prevent conflicts
and reduce overheads in knowledge elicitation and maintenance. The domain experts use Mind Maps created in FreeMind (freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/), a graphical
tool that encodes concepts and relations, to capture directed
graphs of risk drivers and business implications, with edges
having hidden semantics of pairwise cause and effect. An example of a Mind Map for the currency depreciation force is
shown in Figure 1. The customizations are elicited using generated questionnaires that request country-specific likelihood
and impact for selected cause and effect pairs. Due to customization, the same observations may generate different scenarios in different countries. The domain knowledge encoded
in the Mind Maps, together with the answers from the questionnaire are automatically translated into a planning task. To
do so we define an action for each cause, as well as each edge
in the Mind Map. For details see [Sohrabi et al., 2018].

3.2

Plan and Scenarios Computation

To compute a set of scenarios (see Figure 2 for an example
of a scenario) we perform the following steps: (i) follow previous work on plan-recognition-as-planning to compile away
the observations and ensure that at least one goal is satisfied,
(ii) compute a set of high-quality plans on the transformed
planning problem, and (iii) cluster the resulting plans into
scenarios so that similar plans are grouped together. The scenarios are clusters of high-quality plans that include a trajectory of cause-effect transitions from the Mind Maps, explaining the largest possible subset of observations, and such
that each plan ends with a business implication. To compute
a large set of high-quality plans on the transformed planning
task, we use top-k planning techniques [Sohrabi et al., 2016b;
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Figure 2: Sample generated scenario

Katz et al., 2018]. Top-k planning is defined in as the problem of finding k set of plans that have the highest quality. We
use the K ∗ algorithm [Pommerening and Helmert, 2012] in
the SPA system. To cluster the plans, we apply a hierarchical
clustering algorithm on the resulting plans [Defays, 1977]. To
compare plans with each other, we consider the union of the
set of states traversed by that plan. Hence, rather than presenting all plans, we group similar plans and only present 3-6
clusters of plans or scenarios to the end user.
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User Interface

We present the scenarios as both text summaries and graphically. We perform several tasks to prepare the scenarios for
presentation. First, we separate the predicates in each cluster
(scenario) into business implications and regular predicates.
Second, we compute a set of leading indicators. These are
predicates that appear early on the plans that are part of one
scenario and are also discriminating; these are useful to monitor in order to determine early on whether a scenario is likely
to occur. Third, we compute a summary of all plans that are
part of the scenario and present this as a graph to the user.
This graph serves as an explanatory tool for the predicates
that are presented in each scenario and shows how the different Mind Maps are connected with each other.

5

Summary

We present the SPA system developed by applying planrecognition-as-planning techniques for scenario planning for
risk management. To this end, we addressed knowledge engineering challenge of encoding the domain knowledge, and
designed a system that takes as input news and social media
posts aligned with user interests, interacts with the business
user to obtain observations, and generates scenarios by clustering the generated plans. We believe AI planning provides
a very natural formulation for the efficient exploration of possible outcomes required for scenario planning.
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